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ABSTRACT 
By the significant development of network routine which entail of Internet and the transmission of high-end 

terminals such as smart-phones, laptops, Ipod or any media receiver, media broadcasting streaming service is 

fetching one of the major communication technologies. However current packet networks still cannot provide a 

stable transmission quality and it can cause stream quality deprivation. Especially, the main factor affecting quality 

is congestion across a network. Well-organized utilization of available bandwidth over multiple access networks of 

multi-homed devices can be a reasonable solution to provide good quality for real-time media streaming 

applications. In this paper, we propose Real Time & Multi-path Transmission Protocol (RTMTP), a transport layer 

protocol in which multiple path real-time transport is available. Our protocol exploits RTP’s real-time features and 

SCTP’s multi-homing capability by enabling the use of multiple paths to transfer media streams. RTMTP uses the 

end-to-end sender-based bandwidth estimation mechanism to measure the actual available bandwidth of each path. 

To exploit network bandwidth productivity of multiple paths, the RTMTP shares traffic among those paths and the 

transmission rate for each path is determined allowing to the measured available bandwidth. RTMTP also helps 

users to use their preferred access network as much as possible. Our simulation results show that RTMTP improves 

streaming broadcast output. 

 

KEYWORDS: Real-time streaming, multi-path delivery, bandwidth-estimation, SCTP, RTP/RTCP 

 

INTRODUCTION 
With improved terminal performance and demand of users for more sophisticated services, it has even become 

possible that one terminal supports several interfaces, that is, one terminal can connect to a number of access networks 

simultaneously. The demand and necessity for the multiple paths use of an end-terminal are increasing, as it can give 

benefits of advanced services and efficient management of network resources and traffic. Especially, using multiple 

paths can help to guarantee quality of service (QoS) for media streaming applications with high data rate. 

The quality of media streaming applications is affected by network performance such as latency, jitter, or packet 

loss.[1-7] Especially, network congestion causes high packet loss rate. The packet loss is bursty in nature and bursty 

packet loss has a severe impact on streaming quality. In order to guarantee QoS, congestion should be under control. 

To avoid network congestion, sender needs to control sending rate. However, Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)/ 

RTP Control Protocol (RTCP) [8] which is widely used for real-time streaming applications cannot support an 

effective method to control it. 

For the purpose of providing a reliable end-to-end message transportation service, the Stream Control Transmission 

Protocol (SCTP)[9] and its various extended versions[10-15] were proposed. They support TCP-like congestion 

control and well-designed multi-homing solution. However, for streaming media content, the reliability could be 

rather the disturbance for the guarantee of a desired quality. 

We therefore propose a new protocol named Real Time & Multi-path Transmission Protocol (RTMTP), a transport 

layer protocol that is capable of supporting multiple path real-time transport and effective congestion control. RTMTP 

data transfer is designed to be suitable for transporting data with real-time character. It does not support reliable 

transmission i.e. there is no congestion window or slow start phase. 

RTMTP supports multi-homing by exploiting SCTP’s multi-homing features. Especially, it can utilize multiple paths 

simultaneously to transfer data. This enhances the throughput by bandwidth aggregation over multiple paths. 
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Streams among multiple paths efficiently, with congestion avoided. For this, RTMTP continuously monitors the status 

of each path such as round trip time (RTT), available bandwidth (ABW) etc. 

In order to maximize the use of the user preferred path, each path has a user preference value set up by a user. A 

higher priority path is fully utilized preferentially to transmit traffic. 

An important aspect of RTMTP is that it is completely end-to-end. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related works are introduced briefly. In section 3, we 

describe in detail the proposed Real Time & Multi-path Transmission Protocol. Section 4 presents the performance 

evaluation with a simulator. Finally, in section 5, we make some conclusions. 

 

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 
A. RTP/RTC 

The Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)[8] is an Internet protocol standard that provides end-to-end network 

transport functions suitable for applications transmitting real-time data, such as audio, video or simulation data, over 

multicast or unicast network services. RTP is regarded as the primary standard for audio/video transport in IP 

networks.  

RTP runs on the top of the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). It does not in itself address resource reservat ion and does 

not guarantee quality of service (QoS) for real-time services. (since it is dependent on network characteristics) RTP is 

used in conjunction with the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP)[8] to monitor data delivery statistics and QoS.  

RTP provides facility for jitter compensation and detection of out of sequence arrival in data. However, RTP/RTCP 

cannot quickly respond to dynamically changing networks. 

B. SCTP 

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)[9] is a transport layer protocol that provides a connection oriented, 

full duplex, reliable data communication path and in-sequence transport of messages with congestion control (TCP 

like). It was defined by the IETF Signalling Transport (SIGTRAN) working group.  

 

SCTP serves in a similar role to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). However, unlike TCP, SCTP provides 

message-based multi-streaming.  

 

SCTP supports a good solution for multi-homing. During an SCTP association initialization, the two end-hosts 

exchange their multiple IP addresses. However, the SCTP multi-homing supports only communication reliability. 

Only one primary path is used for data unit transmission. Secondary paths are used to deal with all kinds of 

retransmissions or as a backup path. It is not used for load balancing.  

 

In order to enhance the multi-homing ability of the original SCTP, extended versions of SCTP such as LS-SCTP 

(Lord-Sharing SCTP), cmpSCTP (concurrent multi-path SCTP) and CMT-SCTP (Concurrent Multi-path Transfer - 

SCTP) were proposed [10 - 14]. These protocols are designed to use all the available paths for the association at the 

same time, instead of using only the primary path. Therefore it can support full multi-homing by utilizing all available 

paths simultaneously, which achieves effective load-balancing and increases an application’s throughput. 

To support the flexibility to provide intermediate reliability levels, the Partial-Reliable SCTP (PR-SCTP) [15] was 

proposed. PR-SCTP is an extension to SCTP for partial reliability that enables a content sensitive transport service 

where the reliability of messages can be individually controlled. It allows an SCTP sender to assign different levels of 

reliability. 

C. Bandwidth Estimation  

An accurate estimation of available bandwidth helps network applications to adjust their behavior accordingly. 

Numerous end-to-end available bandwidth measurement techniques have been developed. These methods inject probe 

packets into the network and collect the feedback information including transmission delay, packet arrival-interval 

time and so on.  

[16 – 20] use the packet-pair rate probing technique to estimate the bottleneck available bandwidth by measuring the 

inter-arrival time between back-to-back packets. [21, 22] use periodic-stream techniques. The bandwidth estimation is 

derived by monitoring one-way delay variations of an equal-size packets train, transmitted at a constant bit-rate. 

Because of its adaptive search, this technique may have long convergence times and uses a large number of probe 

packets per estimate. [23] Uses the dispersion of longer packet bursts (packet trains) to estimate the available 

bandwidth of a path. 
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REAL TIME & MULTI-PATH TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL 
Our main goal is to design a new multi-path real-time transport protocol, and it has to satisfy the following features: 

o Suitable for the delivery of time-sensitive streaming 

o Support effective congestion control mechanism 

o Maximize the effect of path diversity 

o Considering user’s path preference 

In this section, we introduce RTMTP in which multi-path real-time transport and effective congestion control are 

available. 

A. RTMTP Design 

The RTMTP is a transport layer protocol, serving in a similar role to the cmpSCTP and RTP/RTCP. RTMTP borrows 

a multi-homing concept from cmpSCTP and a data transmission feature from RTP, and adds a bandwidth estimation 

based congestion control concept. 

RTMTP doesn’t support end-to-end flow control and reliability, but congestion control is performed per each path. 

Especially, congestion avoidance is achieved by traffic shifting mechanism. RTMTP also applies play-out buffer 

mechanism to minimize the unexpected effect due to transmitting traffic through multiple paths which have different 

attributes. 

RTMTP is between Application layer and Internet layer. Each RTMTP node can utilize more than one IP address in a 

RTMTP session and uses multiple paths to deliver media streams. The RTMTP connection between two RTMTP 

nodes is called a “RTMTP session” and RTMTP does not allow a half-open connection. A 4-way handshake is used 

for establishing a RTMTP session. (We borrowed this concept from SCTP) 

 

 
Figure 1. shows the protocol stack of RTMTP. 

B. Architectural Overview 

Session information such as paths list. During initiation of the RTMTP session, two end -hosts exchange active 

interfaces lists consisting of their priority (see section 3.3) information and make out all available paths list. Session 

 
Fig. 2 RTMTP architecture 

information can be dynamically negotiated between two end-hosts during communication. A single port number is 

used across the entire address list at an endpoint for a specific session. After session initiation, media traffic is 

transferred to the peer host through paths.  
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The scheduler is responsible for allocating RTMTP data packets to paths. In the non-congested case, the scheduler 

tries to maximize the use of a more preferred path. The scheduler adopts a heap up buffer to distribute the data packets 

via available paths. ([24]) 

 
Fig. 3 Data packet allocation. 

 

The buffer heaps up encoded data packets (data rate R). In every dH time the stored data packets are distributed 

between the paths and the heap up procedure starts again. 

 
The heap up buffer is connected to the paths through path buffers, which are modeled as FIFO queues. These queues 

are refilled at every d H. The path buffers’ sizes are determined by the allocated data rate (Ri,j) of each path and the 

heap up buffer delay (dH) . The path  buffers must be purged in dH time to be able to receive the next amount of data. 

The receive buffers minimize the effect of out-of-order packet deliveries. Due to the different path characteristics such 

as RTT(Round Trip Time), data packets can arrive out-of-order. It intensifies packet loss, because RTMTP doesn’t 

support session flow control. The role of the receiver buffer is to adjust delay difference among the paths. If the play-

out buffer size is enough, the receive buffer is not necessary. (The play-out buffer is used at the receiver-end to 

compensate for variable network delays (jitter) and to maintain packet order.) The Path manager checks each path 

continuously. (See detailed explanation in section 3.5) 

C. User Preferred Path 

RTMTP can maximize the use of user preferred interfaces. In case of using multiple-interfaces, the mobile users may 

choose their preferred paths to send data traffic probably based on the price paid and on the quality of the service 

offered by various service providers. For example, assuming that Joon can connect to the Internet via 3G network and 

WLAN. When WLAN is available, he would prefer accessing the Internet service through WLAN. 

 

In order to reflect user’s demands, each interface has a priority in RTMTP. User can set up the priority of each 

interface. 

 

During session initialization, all the paths priorities are decided according to the interface priority. RTMTP tries to 

allocate data traffic into more preferred path. 

D. Packet Format 

RTMTP packet is uses two types of packet, data packet and control packet. 

 
Fig. 4 RTMTP packet structure. 
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An RTMTP packet is composed of a common header and contents. Contents contain data or control information. 

RTMTP packet contains a common 12-byte header containing source/destination port numbers, the verification tag 

and checksum. The tag is a session identifier. Data content contains a user data. Path ID (PID) indicates transmission 

path. Each path in a session should have a unique ID. The sequence number increases by one for each RTMTP data 

packet sent, and is be used by the receiver to detect packet loss and to restore packet sequence. The timestamp reflects 

the sampling instant of the first octet in the RTMTP packet by which RTT and jitter can be estimated. The role of 

Payload information is same as RTP’s payload type (PT). 

 
The following control packet types are defined in RTMTP 

- Session Initiation / Session Initiation ACK : 

- Heartbeat / Heartbeat ACK 

- ABW(Available Bandwidth) Request_DATA 

o ABW Request_DUMMY 

o ABW Request ACK 

- Delay Difference Checker 

- Session Update Request 

o Session Update Request ACK 

- Path Status Request / Path Status Request ACK 

- Path Status Inform / Path Status Inform ACK 

- Path Re-assignment Request 

o Path Re-assignment Request ACK 

- Session Shutdown 

o Session Shutdown ACK 

o Session Shutdown Complete 

E. Path Monitoring 

Because RTMTP dynamically utilizes multi-paths to transfer streams, path attributes should be monitored 

continuously. ‘Path monitor’ is a component to check path status. 

 

The path manager monitors the actual available bandwidth and Round Trip Time (RTT) of each path and delay 

differences among all active paths. 

 

1) Bandwidth Estimation for Path 

The bandwidth of each path is estimated independently. We adopt packet-pair rate probing technique to estimate the 

bottleneck available bandwidth by measuring the inter-arrival time between back-to-back packets [16]. 

 

If a receiver receives an ABW Request packet, it should immediately send an ABW Request ACK packet along the 

path. The ack packet must consist of the original information of the received ABW Request packet (such as PID, 

Sequence Number, timestamp and packet size). Usually, normal data packets can be used as ABW Request packets. 

To estimate bandwidth, a number of continuous ABW Request packets need to be sent periodically for every path. 

 

A sender uses the value of the RTT and the amount of data confirmed by the received ACKs to estimate the available 

bandwidth. If, in the generic kth RTT, ∆k, one or more ACKs notify that a total of dk bytes have been received, the 

bandwidth sample, Bk, can be computed as Bk  = dk  / ∆k   ……. (1) 

 

In order to average the sampled measurements and filter out the high-frequency components, a low pass filtering is 

necessary. RTMTP adopt the discrete approximation already used in Westwood+ TCP [25] so that the filtered 

bandwidth B’K can be written as B’k =  αB’k-1 + ( 1 – α ) Bk   

 

The parameter α is a weighting factor that determines how much the two most recent samples should be weighed 

against the history of the bandwidth estimate. 

 

A number of papers [25 - 27] have shown that this technique provides a reliable estimate. If there are no allocated data 

packets on a path, a number of continuous probing packets (ABW Request_DUMMY packet) might be generated and 

sent on the path to measure the available bandwidth. 
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2) Delay Differences 

To measure delay differences among all active paths, a Delay Difference Checker control packet is utilized. The Delay 

Difference Checker control packet includes timestamp and PID. A sender sends Delay Difference Checker control 

packets to all paths simultaneously. The receiver can calculate the delay differences among all paths by checking the 

timestamp information of all received Delay Difference Checker control packets. 

 

The acceptable delay depends on the used multimedia application. A slow path should be avoided for very time-

sensitive applications. 

F. Rate Scheduling 

Considering a set of active paths Pth = {1, 2, 3,…,P}, each path p is characterized by its available bandwidth ABWp , 

path priority Prp and the allocated rate Rp. 

 

The RTMTP distributes the data rate of the stream R among the active paths. Rate is preferentially allocated to the 

path having higher priority and the available bandwidth of the path is fully utilized. To avoid network congestion, the 

allocated rate Rp to a path p cannot ∑ exceed 

 

The available bandwidth.(i.e. Rp ≤ ABWp , R ≥=) 

 

Performance Evaluations of RTMTP 
We implemented RTMTP in NS-2.31[28] to analyse the performance of the proposed architecture. Figure 5 shows the 

network topology used for simulation. We implemented two network models with RTP and RTMTP respectively for a 

performance comparison. We tested our implementation under a variety of traffic mixes. To investigate the impact of 

network congestion, we generate several VoIP traffic (G.711, GSM-AMR) and UDP traffic and concentrate it into the 

congested link. Especially, to simulate realistic voice traffic, we adopted a talkspurt-silence model for VoIP traffic. 

 

 
 

(a) NETWORK MODEL WITH RTP 

 
(b) NETWORK MODEL WITH RTMTP 

Fig. 5 Network model for simulation. 

We assumed that voice data packets only are sent from the sender to the receiver and smaller numbered interface has 

higher priority. The sender generates VoIP traffic using the G.711 codec which has a fixed bit rate of 64 Kbps. The 

payload size is 80 bytes. 

 

It is assumed that the path (S1, R1) is preferred than the path (S2, R2) and data traffic tends to be assigned to the path 

(S1, R1). Figure 6 shows the voice flow generated by the sender. Figure 7 shows all the traffic flowed into the link 

between Rtr1 and Rtr2. 
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Fig. 6 G.711 VoIP flow generated by the sender. 

 
Fig. 7 Traffic flowed into the link between Rtr1 and Rtr2. 

A. RTP Performance Evaluation 

In case of RTP, after about 20 seconds, Rtr1-Rtr2 link starts to drop packets. The red solid line in Fig. 8 shows the 

dropped VoIP traffic during the congested period. The green dotted line shows the traffic arrived at the receiver 

without being dropped. Total packet loss ratio is depicted in Fig.9. Congested link causes packet loss and it affects 

VoIP call quality. 

 

We calculated "R" value as the measure of voice quality. (Fig.10) During the congested period, voice quality is 

severely degraded. 

 
Fig. 8 Dropped VoIP traffic. 
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Fig. 9 Packet loss ratio. 

 
Fig. 10 R-value (RTP). 

 

B. RTMTP Performance Evaluation 

Now, we show the RTMTP performance evaluation result. The traffic patterns used for the RTMTP system are same 

as the RTP’s 

 

The RTMTP scheduler controls the transmission rate of each path according to the estimated bandwidth.  

 

In Fig.11, the red solid line and the green dotted line indicate the traffic flowed into the path (S1, R1) and the path (S2, 

R2) respectively. Figure.12 shows the total packet loss ratio detected by the playout buffer of receiver. It is caused by 

delay jitter and packet reordering rather than network congestion. In Fig.13, we also calculated voice call quality of 

RTMTP system. As compared to the RTP case, RTMTP assures reasonable voice call quality by avoiding network 

congestion.  

 

 
Fig. 11 Trace of rate over paths. 
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Fig. 12 Total packet loss ratio. 

 
Fig. 13 R-value(RTMTP). 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper we recommended a new protocol named Real Time & Multi-path Transmission Protocol (RTMTP) that 

is accomplished of associate multiple path real-time transport and effective congestion control. 

 

We improved the data transmission scheme of RTMTP for real time transmission. Additionally, in order to guarantee 

service quality, RTMTP supports multi-homing and path in wide-range exploiting. 

 

RTMTP uses the end-to-end sender-based bandwidth assessment mechanism to measure the actual available 

bandwidth of each one path. This enhances the throughput by bandwidth accumulation over multiple paths. 

 

To enhance the usage of user preferred paths, a simple priority policy is maintained. For an operative management of 

network resources, the status of every path is monitored from time to time such as RTT and available bandwidth. 

RTMTP uses the end-to-end sender-based bandwidth estimation mechanism to extent the actual available bandwidth 

of each path. 

 

To analyze the performance of the proposed architecture, we implemented RTMTP in NS-2. The result showed that 

RTMTP is appropriate for real-time streaming applications and achieves the good performance for data transmission. 
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